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1
n the depths of Siberia, in the harshest cold, an

I

eleven-year-old girl dressed in gray overalls crossed
the assembly square on the way to her prison quar-

ters. She walked alone. She blew on her hands for warmth
and left her breath behind her. It made white whirligigs
through air laced with ice.
Lina neared the barbed-wire prison fence. There, she
stopped. The wind played in the tufts of her sand-colored
hair; her eyes glinted like varnished wood. If she’d been
a fox, her ears would’ve been pricked. Voices? Out here?
At this hour of dusk?
This wasn’t good. Besides her, the only other prisoners who would be lingering about now were the ruthless
kind. Thugs. Robbers. The ones that would hold a blade
to your throat and strip you of everything you owned,

soon as look at you. Boots, overalls, and all. They’d leave
you to freeze.
That’s if they didn’t do you in first.
Lina glanced around. On one side stretched the back of
the barracks complex: the sleeping quarters. Half a winter’s worth of snow towered next to her on the other side.
Prisoners shoveled it off the path and dumped it every
morning as their first job of the day, before they set out
to work in the mine. It was gray-brown at its base and
peaked white at the top — the closest thing to a mountain
Lina had ever seen.
Every winter of her life since she could walk, she’d
trudged back and forth in its shadow. Tonight, as if things
weren’t bad enough, it had voices leaking through it.
Voices she now recognized.
It had to be mad Old Gleb, Alexei the Butcher — and
someone else. Probably Vadim.
The thought of Vadim sent a shudder through her. At
sixteen, he already had the tattoos of the criminal underworld. He had quick eyes and no patience for work — as
if he felt he had somewhere else to be. Lina had seen
it before, all too often. Denial. It made people hard to
predict — which also made them dangerous.
“And supplies? We’ll need more food than this, Vadim
Ivanov, O great and sage leader. Much more, if we’re to —”
“Shut your mouth, Gleb.” That was Alexei’s voice:
deep— and blunt as a shovel. Enormous, dark-haired
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Alexei, always with his eyebrows knitted and always
with coldness in his pale glare. He was Vadim’s muscle—
twice Vadim’s age and double his size, known to act first
and let others do the thinking later.
“Quiet, both of you.” Vadim. “The kid will be here.
Katya said this is the way she always comes. The best
place for ‘a quiet word,’ away from the guards, she said.”
Lina gasped. Katya was her mother’s name. They
were talking about her.
her Why would her mother tell
them, of all people, where to find her? Lina was confused for a moment — but only a moment. Her mother
was brave. And smart. Lina trusted her. If Mama had
told this group where to find her, there must have been
a very good reason.
Still, Lina hesitated. These men were dangerous.
Maybe they’d only overheard
ard her mother saying she’d
be here. Maybe they were planning something . . . Lina
began to back away.
“Shh. What was that?”
Heavy, crunching footsteps sounded, and Alexei
loomed around the snowbank. Fear set in Lina’s bones.
Alexei reached out. To grab her. Lina sprang into
action. She ducked under his arms at the last second and
scrambled to get away. Too late. Alexei’s ice-cold hands
clamped down in an instant. Lina was small for her age,
and he lifted her up like a bundle of twigs and whisked
her behind the snowbank.
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Vadim narrowed his eyes when he saw her and
smiled. To the other two, he said: “See. I told you the
kid would come.”
“Let me go,” Lina said through clenched teeth. But
Alexei held her fast. No escape. She could kick, however.
She drove her heel hard into his shin. He grunted in pain,
though his grip didn’t falter.
“Oh, for goodness’ sake,” said Old Gleb. “Look at him.
How is he going to help us? He’s so small, he’ll barely be
able to carry his own supplies! Hardly any muscle on him
at all. And listen. He sounds just like a girl.”
“Idiot!” said Alexei. “She is a girl.”
Lina smirked. “I’m stronger than I look. And I have
more meat on my bones than you, old man.” Hurt
flashed in Old Gleb’s eyes. Lina bit her bottom lip. Starvation wasn’t something to joke about in a forced labor
camp — and Old Gleb was painfully thin. Almost what
people here called a goner.
er “And anyway,” she barked,
recovering. “What do you want? Why are you looking for
me? Shouldn’t you be getting your rations, quick, before
someone else eats them?”
Vadim sneered. He was good-looking in a certain light.
Not when he sneered, though — then he looked ugly and
cruel. “Rations are exactly what we’re after, but not the
measly ones served up here. Can you be trusted to keep
a secret, as Katya insists? You understand there’s no going
back if I tell you this, don’t you?”
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Lina tried to shrug the chills out of her spine and stand
tall. “I can be trusted. Can you?”
Alexei and Old Gleb glanced at each other. Old Gleb’s
cheeks puffed with a barely contained laugh. “Well, Vadim
Ivanov, O great and sage leader. She’ll be good entertainment on the other side of the wire, at the very least.”
Lina’s eyes grew wide and round. “You’re planning to
cross the wire? To escape! Are you mad?” Hardly anyone got past the outer fence. Those who did . . . If the
cold didn’t get them, or the lack of food, then the wolves
would. Or, if you believed that sort of thing, the spirits.
Even so, awe rang in her voice. She gazed at the sliver
of horizon, just visible through the wire and beyond
the outer fence. By some trick of the fading light, when
she squinted, she could see tiny, dark shapes out there,
slanted and bracing against the wind.
She imagined she was one.
“Surely, we’d die,” she said.
Vadim didn’t appear to see any folly in his idea, however. Not judging by that stare. His eyes seemed to search
inside her, as if trying to strike a deal with her soul.
Lina stared back just as hard. Vadim may
y think he’s
clever, but could his plan, whatever it was, really be good
enough? In two days’ time, Lina would be twelve. She
didn’t intend to celebrate by freezing to death in the Siberian frost. No way.
Then again, how many hundreds of hours had she
5

spent dreaming of going beyond the wire? Not just to
the mine, where the prisoners hacked out precious metal
every day. Beyond even that. She fixed her gaze on the
horizon, and a smile crept over her face.
She’d go to Moscow. Find her grandmother. Her mother’s stories of this amazing woman were one thing. But
to actually find her, to finally meet her, to be with her . . .
Lina had to come too.
Vadim smiled as if he read the resolve in Lina’s eyes.
“Good,” he said.
A strong wind whipped through the wire fence with
a howl, flinging ice crystals that scratched at their faces
like needle-sharp claws. The rising storm would only get
worse.
“Better find your mother,” Vadim said to Lina with
another nasty sneer, “and put on your warmest boots.
But first, we need you to do something for us.”
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2
f I say no?” Lina asked Vadim cautiously. It wouldn’t
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be wise to look too keen. Not right away.
Old Gleb hooted with laughter and slapped his

thigh.
Alexei wasn’t as impressed. He shook her. “Stay here
then, runt, and see where it gets you. You’ll only slow us
down anyway.”
Vadim held up his hand. “That was Alexei’s lack of
patience talking. Alexei?” Alexei grunted and let her go.
The sudden release made her arms tingle. She rubbed
them as Vadim spoke again. “What Alexei means is that,
of course, if you and your mother choose to stay, there’s
nothing I can do. But think of this: freedom. I know it’s
what you want, Lina. It’s what we all want. But we need
you to do something for us first, to prove you’ll be useful

to us beyond the wire, as your mother claims. Or will
you, perhaps, be more trouble than you’re worth?”
“No, I can help,” piped up Lina. So much for not looking too keen. “Whatever it is, I can do it. Try me.”
Vadim raised an eyebrow. “Food,” he said. “We need
food if we’re going to survive out there.”
And now Lina understood what they wanted from
her and why her mother had told them to meet her here
in the dark. She was one of Commandant Zima’s greenhouse assistants — although assistant
nt implied he worked
too, instead of just barking his orders at them. Some — like
Vadim — presumed this meant she had the favor of the
camp’s chief officer. It meant nothing. Lina had seen the
commandant turn on the people he apparently favored.
Working in his greenhouse did spare her the toil of the
mine, though, and she was lucky she’d inherited her grandfather’s talent for gardening. But it meant being under the
commandant’s nose. Always. And Commandant Zima
hated people. He didn’t care about the plants either — not
the way she did, about nurturing them or helping them
grow. The only thing he cared about was the prestige they
would bring him at the annual officers’ banquet.
Lina feared Zima as much as everyone else. Anyone
with any sense would.
She couldn’t let her fear get in the way, though. “Listen.
I can get you supplies. Vegetables — from the greenhouse.
I’ve got a key, remember.”
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Alexei grunted. “A handful of rotten onions. We don’t
need that rubbish.”
Vadim glowered at Alexei. “I’ve told you. We need
everything
ng we can get.”
“Honestly,” said Old Gleb, smiling and wiping his eye.
“A greenhouse. In this!” He gestured at the snow. “That
commandant is truly unhinged.”
Alexei snorted. “Says you. You believe in children’s
fairy tales. Sorcerers and spirits who roam around with
ghost hounds, capturing men’s souls.”
Old Gleb set his teeth in a grimace. “Don’t,” he whispered, barely moving his jaw. “It’s dangerous to even
speak their names. They —”
Vadim glowered at Gleb this time, then turned back to
Lina. “Are you brave enough to do it, Lina? Commandant
Zima cares more about those plants in his precious greenhouse than any human being. Even you.”
Lina scowled at “even you.” She’d heard the rumors.
Everyone had. But her mother refused to say who her
father was — and Lina couldn’t believe that it was the
commandant.
“I can get you supplies,” Lina said. “Much more than
just rotten onions.” She shot a pointed look at Alexei as
she said it. “I grew most of it myself. If it’s good enough
for the commandant’s banquet, it’ll be good enough for
all of you.”
“I knew you’d be able to help us,” Vadim said. He
9

looked self-satisfied, as if everything was happening
according to his plan. Lina didn’t like it. Not one bit.
A sudden gust of wind from the rising storm started
a mini avalanche from the top of the snowbank, and the
tumbledown lumps pattered at their feet. Lina shifted out
of the way.
“It’s settled, then,” said Vadim. “We’ll meet back here
come the dead of night, when everyone is asleep.”
Lina felt her stomach twist, though she couldn’t tell if
it was with fear or excitement. This was actually happening. She really was going beyond the wire.
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t was dusk by the time Lina emerged from behind the
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snowbank. Only the violet-white glare from the snow
still battled against the settling gloom. She glanced

over her shoulder, but the others were still hiding. Vadim
didn’t want them to raise suspicion by arriving at the
mess hall in a group, so they would take off once she was
out of sight.
Years of trudging had worn patches out of the path, so
she navigated the ridges. Today’s faint sole scuffs marked
the journey of other prisoners to and from their day’s
work at the mine, over-trodden in places by the cut of
the guards’ hard-heeled boots.
Normally Lina would go back to her quarters before dinner to put on cleaner overalls. Her mother, Katya, always
arrived at the mess hall early from the camp hospital

and collected her rations for her, so she wouldn’t lose them.
But she’d wasted enough time already tonight, and a sense
of urgency now drove her. She desperately needed to talk
to her mother about what had happened with Vadim and
the others.
However, when she sat down at the long wooden
bench, worn smooth by elbows and hands, her mother
said: “You should’ve gotten changed as usual, Lina. Someone might notice.”
Lina stared at her in surprise. “Mama,” she whispered.
Her mind was full of the escape. They were going beyond
the wire. Really. “I—”
“Don’t,” said her mother. “Not here. Save it till we’re
back at our quarters. It’s safer to talk there.” She looked
at Lina for the first time since she’d taken her seat and
nodded toward one of the guards patrolling the benches.
Lina understood. The guards were always close by in
here. Always listening. The fact that Vadim and the others had dragged her behind a snowbank just to let her in
on the plan said it all.
“Here,” said her mother, looking away. “Eat up.” She
pushed a bowl along the bench. A hunk of black bread
was poking out of the top. “I’ve soaked the bread for you.
It’s like trying to gnaw on a rock today.”
“Thank you, Mama.” The soup looked watered-down,
even by the usual standards, and it smelled putrid — but
that may have just been the lingering stench of the mess
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hall. Lina felt sick with nerves, but she was hungry too.
She took several fast slurps of soup.
“Perhaps they’ve decided that slow starvation isn’t
working,” said her mother, “so now they’re going to try
choking us with the bread.”
Katya radiated tension tonight — which wasn’t surprising, given their plan to escape — but Lina felt it was more
than that. Perhaps there’d been patients at the hospital
who were beyond her help: goners, or even people who’d
died. No doubt it reminded her of Lina’s grandfather and
his slow spiral into illness inside the camp — no, because
of the camp.
Lina wished she’d known him.
When someone died at the hospital, which was all
too frequently, her mother’s rage grew so volatile it
could spill onto anything and anyone at any moment
and turn to a blistering wrath. On days like these, she
could play a ruthless game of poker. She almost always
won, even against the guards. The prisoners all despised
the guards — none more so than Lina’s mother. But there
were benefits for those willing to play them: more food
rations and extra clothes to begin with, as well as other
coveted goods. In the camp’s world of forbidden card
games, there were just two types of people. Those who
played and those who didn’t.
Between the benches and the stalking guards in their
woolen winter uniforms, many dirt-streaked prisoners
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still lined up for their evening rations. As always, there
were three lines. One for those who’d earned the largest
portion through their work in the mine. This line was the
shortest — and no wonder: The targets set by the officers
were all but impossible. The second one was for a moderate portion. The third was for everyone else. This was the
longest line — for “starvation rations.” No one lasted long
on those alone.
As Lina watched, Vadim and Alexei crossed the hall
and joined the short line. There were other ways to get
a full meal, of course. Their ways — like bribing and bullying. They didn’t call Alexei “the Butcher” for nothing,
and everyone knew about Vadim’s criminal connections
on the outside.
Old Gleb, the last to arrive, skulked to the end of the
longest line. Clearly hanging around with those thugs
didn’t bring the payoff he might’ve hoped for.
Lina scanned the hall and soaked in its sounds as her
bread soaked up soup. A hundred different conversations
murmured on in a hundred different tongues. Russian.
Hungarian. English. Japanese. It amazed her how people
from every corner of Russia — and beyond — had ended
up in the same place, all together, their stories becoming
entwined with hers.
Prisoners collected their portions. The lines shuffled
on. The crisscross of bodies opened a space in front of her,
and for an instant, Lina caught sight of her best friend,
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Bogdan Buyan, the only other person her age in the
whole camp. She glimpsed him just before his line moved
forward and more adults got in the way. She bit her lip.
Looked like starvation rations for him again.
“Less daydreaming, more eating,” said her mother. “It
looks odd otherwise.”
Lina came back to herself and her soup. Little was
more urgent for a hungry prisoner than eating. To ignore
food after a long day was to basically admit you were up
to something.
Act normal, Vadim had said. She owed it to her mother
too. She shoveled in her soup as fast as she could. Besides,
she’d need strength for what would come.
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hen she’d finished eating and the prisoners
began to be dismissed, Lina and her mother
shared a look — they both knew it was time

for Lina to carry out her part of the plan. With a solemn
nod from her mother, Lina left her side and made her way
toward the greenhouse. A lump sat in her throat, like
dry black bread that hadn’t been soaked — impossible
to swallow.
She’d grown to love the greenhouse. She’d worked
hard tending the soil with her fellow prisoners, whispering encouragement to every buried seed until they dared
poke their curious green heads out of the earth to look at
her. And now here she was, about to destroy it all.
It was strange, but every plant she touched seemed to
grow a little bit quicker and hardier than everyone else’s.

Was that
at why the commandant sometimes spoke kindly
to her, why every now and then he let her eat the odd
vegetable that she’d grown? Because of her skill?
The wind grew in strength and bitterness every time it
blew. This storm would be big. No doubts there. Its howls
made her think of something living, like an invisible
beast gathering its senses after sleep. Perhaps Old Gleb’s
stories — about evil spirits, about ghost hounds — weren’t
so crazy after all. Not that she could ever say so. Superstition like that was viewed as mental weakness in Soviet
Russia. Even the most harmless fairy tales were banned
from schools.
Lina reached the greenhouse — a long plastic-and-wood
structure the length of a small shower block — glanced
around, and let herself in. She had the only other key
besides the commandant’s: another reason for some of
the others’ gossip about favoritism. Lina scowled just
thinking about it. She shook the thought off and glanced
around once more as she shut the door behind her. To
be out after curfew like this was dangerous. If she was
caught, she would be questioned. She could be shot. Just
because a guard felt like it.
Inside, she breathed the rich scent of earth. The familiar smell was usually calming, but this time, her heart
kept pounding. This time was different. Soon, nothing
would be the same again.
Leaves rustled eerily from long, dark rows that
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stretched out into gloom. Drafts always found their
way in, as long as the wind outside had enough force.
Tonight, it banged and roared against the panes. Even
so, it was warmer inside here than anywhere else in the
camp. Commandant Zima had had extra wood-burning
stoves brought in by train and installed for heat. Not for
the prisoners — but for the plants.
Lina took a grubby sack the size of a pillowcase
from a stash by the door. She could always find uses for
them — though she’d never expected it would be this.
A painful twinge of guilt made her eyes sting when she
thought of stealing Zima’s vegetables. The commandant
was unkind. More than unkind. But he trusted her. Lina
hated to break trust — no matter whose it was.
There were also the rumors. The ones that he was
her father.
Lina had never asked him, and he’d never mentioned
it. But there were times he’d shown patience while she
was learning about the plants. He’d genuinely seemed to
want to get to know her, asking which vegetables she liked
the best and saving the weeding of those for her. But then
he would seem to remember himself, and who he was,
and the next time they met he’d be even nastier. Did that
mean he wasn’t her father? Lina had no idea. She owed him
nothing. And they’re all relying on me to do this, Lina thought.
Vadim. Mama. Everyone. Lina set her jaw and shook out the
sack, scanning the rows for the best place to start.
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The commandant had not allowed her grandfather to
set foot in the greenhouse, despite his having once been
a gardener renowned throughout Moscow. “Punishment.” For what? No doubt just to be cruel. Commandant
Zima had sent him to work in the mine instead, where
the dust had slowly choked his lungs. Lina hated that the
commandant was sometimes kind to her when he was so
ruthless with everyone else.
It was too late to meet her grandfather — he had died
before she was born. Not her grandmother, though. She
was still free and living in Moscow, as far as they knew.
She had been away when her husband, son, and daughter
had been arrested, so she hadn’t been able to protect them.
Apparently, the woman was both tiny and formidable.
Lina doubted she was formidable enough to intimidate
the secret police, but either way, her grandmother could
easily still be somewhere in Moscow.
But with no idea of how to get there, could Lina and
Katya really make it? They didn’t even know exactly where
in Siberia the camp was. Moscow could be hundreds of
miles away — or several thousand — for all they knew.
And they had to escape from the camp first. Would they
even manage that? The others had to believe they could
make it out, or they wouldn’t try — would they? She trusted
her mother’s judgment. After all, Katya was famous in her
poker circles for taking risks and still winning. Perhaps her
luck, her “magic touch,” was all they needed.
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Lina brushed a tomato plant with her fingers and
breathed in the pungent leaf smell. She felt the familiar, subtle tingling in her fingers — like pins and needles.
When she looked down, she was sure some of the leaves
had unfurled. It wasn’t the first time she’d noticed this,
but Lina was still shocked. Things like that didn’t —
couldn’t
dn’t — happen. It had to have been a trick of the light,
she told herself, as she always did.
Or fear, confusing her senses. She did feel strange — it
was probably nerves. She pulled her hand back into a fist.
The wind howled and her stomach twisted each time
as she reminded herself why she was there. What she had
to do. Lina sighed. This was the only place she’d ever felt
warmth, and now she was tearing it apart.
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he’d done this all wrong.

S

Now Lina had a sack full of stolen vegetables and

nowhere to hide them but beneath her flimsy over-

alls. The lump in her throat had gone, replaced by waves
of sickness. From the nearby tower, she could hear the
guards’ chatter carried on bursts of merciless wind. She
eyed the assembly square, too frightened to cross.
She ducked around the corner to her friend’s quarters
instead.
Bogdan slept by the window — a simple opening covered by whatever the prisoners could find: mostly planks
of wood and rags. Lina heaved herself and the sack onto
the sill and peered inside. “Hey, Bogey.”
It was gloomy in there, but Lina could just make out
a dozen or more people-size lumps under sackcloth, all

pressed in tight together. It smelled awful. “Bogey!” she
hissed again.
Lina would’ve called him Bogdasha — a proper Russian nickname — but having survived a childhood in
besieged Leningrad during the Second World War, and
with a mother who was a Soviet diplomat and had Western connections, he’d rejected a classic Russian nickname.
He said he liked Bogey best. “It’s what Western pilots call
something unidentified,” he’d said mysteriously. “Could
be a ‘friendly.’ But could be a missile . . . ”
There was also the bogeyman, which he’d relished
telling her about. “A fearsome spirit who comes for people
when they’re bad,” he’d explained, a light like fire flickering in his eyes. “Same kind of thing as Baba Yaga. Just not
an old woman — and without the walking house.”
She’d later discovered that bogey could mean a piece of
snot, too. Bogdan just ignored that.
He sat bolt upright when he heard his name. “Lina.
That you?”
“Who else?” She swung her legs over the sill,
accidentally kicking a wooden plank.
Someone groaned.
“What you up to? You got beans?”
“Yup.” Lina often swiped a few for Bogdan — the
blighted ones that Zima wanted weeded out and composted. When Bogdan had arrived ten months ago — no
family, no friends, no one — he’d been strong. Maybe
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that was the reason he’d ended up here instead of a children’s home — he’d looked a lot older then. Lina never
met people her own age. Now, after all that time spent
in the mine, Bogdan needed all the nourishment he
could get.
“Listen,” she said. “I’ve got more than usual today.
You’ll need to string them out. This’ll be the last bunch
for . . . a while.”
Bogdan chuckled. “He-he. ‘String them out.’ That’s
funny.” He coughed. It sounded like his lungs were churning gravel. When he spoke again, his tone had darkened.
“Zima getting ready for his party, is he?”
The officers’ banquet would be in a week or so. The
commandant was providing all the vegetables, while
another brought eggs — and another meat. One apparently knew where to get his hands on a calf’s brain, which
they would eat broiled and buttered. A truly forbidden
czarist feast.
It was all Commandant Zima had talked about for
weeks, and now, thanks to Lina stealing his best vegetables, he was going to lose face, badly. In front of everyone.
Another wave of sickness rolled through Lina’s body. If he
caught her after what she’d done to his plants . . . Would
the chance that she was his daughter make any difference? Lina doubted it.
A swell of sadness tightened her chest. Shouldn’t a father
care more about his child than his reputation? Did that mean he
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wasn’t
n’t . . . ? She shook her head and pushed the thoughts
down, just like she always did. Now wasn’t the time to
dwell on it.
“Not quite,” she said, handing Bogdan some of the
green beans. In a low whisper, she added, “There’s not
going to be a party.”
Bogdan took the beans and gnawed on one immediately. “What’re you going on about?” he said between bites.
“Listen.” She wondered how she could phrase this
without raising too much suspicion from anyone who
might be eavesdropping. “I won’t be here tomorrow.”
Bogdan knitted his eyebrows. “Go on.”
“I . . .” She hesitated, lowering her voice even more.
“I’m going beyond the wire. With Mama, Vadim, and some
others —”
“Vadim!” shrilled Bogdan. One of the sleeping bundles — an older boy named Keskil, it looked
like — grumbled and turned over.
Fear squeezed Lina’s throat. She’d said far too much
already.
“Lina, Vadim is no good. You can’t trust him.”
Lina crossed her arms. “Yeah? Says who?” She knew
Bogdan was right, though. There was no way she could
trust Vadim.
“Don’t do it, Lina. Please. It’s not worth it.” Bogdan
stuffed the beans into his sock and began to lie down.
“Can’t look out for you if you go, can I? You don’t see me
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running off with some criminal . . .” He wrung his hands
for comfort.
Lina’s heart ached to see her closest friend that way.
When Bogdan had first arrived, Lina had stalked him for
days, eager to be friends with the only other kid her age,
but first trying to work out if he could be trusted. What
she’d seen had baffled her.
Bogdan had wandered through camp, every so often
peering out from under his heavy black lashes, before
pulling a slip of paper from a secret pocket, sketching on it
with the stub of a pencil, and quickly hiding it away again.
What was he doing? She had to know. She’d sneaked up
on him while he was sketching and scared him half to
death. He’d been mapping the camp.
Lina had been stunned. She’d never seen a map before.
Mapmaking was considered espionage. The guards
would’ve shot him for it. She’d decided right then to be
Bogdan’s somebody, to protect him. And he was her
somebody too. “Somebodies” were important. She had
seen people with nobody to look out for them get picked
off — by the guards or by vultures like Vadim — and she
didn’t want that to happen to Bogdan.
The paper and pencil got stolen, of course — which
was probably for the best.
And now? Now she was deserting him.
Before she knew what she was doing, she jumped down
next to him and grabbed his face with such force that he
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tried to recoil but couldn’t. He stared up at her with nearblack, startled eyes. “Bogey,” she said. “I’ll come back for
you. If there’s any way . . .”
Bogdan succeeded in pulling away this time. He
frowned and closed his eyes. “You need to worry about
yourself, out there with Vadim. Not me.”
“Fine.” Lina turned. Her ribs felt crushed and her throat
knotted up tight, but she wouldn’t let him see that she was
smarting from his words. She never would’ve expected
that they’d part this way. Not her and Bogey.
She had one leg on the windowsill when she heard
a rustle. She felt Bogdan’s thin arms coil around her
shoulders to embrace her. She rested her head against his.
When he uncoiled himself, he gave her a slap on the back.
It would’ve been hearty, if he wasn’t so weak. “Take good
care of yourself, my friend,” he said.
Outside again, Lina blinked away her tears before they
had a chance to freeze her eyelashes together. The wind
raged. It beat itself against the walls of the prison complex, making an eerie animal wail through the holes in
the wire fence.
Lina cuddled the lumpy sack of vegetables. For the second time that night, she thought of Old Gleb’s stories of
ghost hounds.
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here was no other choice. Now Lina had to brave
the square.
She stuffed the sack of vegetables under her

overalls again. It was a pitiful hiding place. Anyone who
saw her would know instantly that she was up to something. The vegetables made all kinds of misshapen lumps
under her shirt, and they kept shifting around inside the
sack so that they were impossible to hold on to.
Barrages of savage wind stung her eyes and made her
ears ache. It had started to sleet. The sky was dark, and
buttery light flickered from the nearest guard tower.
Shadows flitted about inside, stretching long, pale arms
across the snow. Lina shuddered.
She braced herself and marched across the square. She
didn’t think, didn’t stop, didn’t look around, not once —

not until she’d safely reached the door of her quarters.
Snatches of voices ebbed on the air, and an oil lamp on its
last dregs flickered and flashed from inside. Those who
shared her quarters clearly hadn’t bedded down yet.
She couldn’t take the sack inside if everyone was still
awake. Lina glanced up and down the deserted path,
squinting out into the darkness filled with sleet and ice
pellets that stung when they struck her. In the end, she
tucked her vegetable sack around the side of the building
and covered it over as well as she could with old snow. It
was the best she could do.
Inside, Lina discovered why no one was in bed yet. An
argument over sleeping space had started up. No change
there. She slipped past sharp elbows and raised voices
toward her mother’s spot. Lina just missed a poke in the eye
by a misdirected finger belonging to a woman named Elena,
then dodged a shoulder barge by Yulia, meant for Elena.
Some of the women here were imprisoned because
their husbands had been arrested — and vice versa. Whole
families could be thrown into places like this on the back
of one arrest — mostly for sabotage. Ultimately, sabotage
could mean whatever the authorities wanted it to.
It’s what had happened to Bogdan’s family. His parents had been sent to another camp, far away, and he’d
come here. It’s what had happened to her own family, except they’d all been kept together, at least in the
beginning. Katya had been only a few years older than
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Lina when she was arrested, along with her brother and
their father — Lina’s grandfather — on some silly charge.
Many hundreds had been sentenced to forced labor in the
camps — maybe thousands. Maybe more. It was impossible for them to know the true number arrested in the
purges of the “Great Leader,” Joseph Stalin.
“Hey, Lina.” That was Zoya, who looked like a bag of
sticks. “Do us all a favor and stay small, will you? None of
this growing that children do. We’re running out of room
here — the ladies are at each other’s throats.”
Seeing Zoya so thin gave Lina a guilty lurch. She had
a sack of vegetables stashed outside, after all. She hated
how this place forced people to think only of their own
daily survival, but what could she do? Those vegetables
were for the escape.
Soon she’d be out of here for good. Could she send back
extra food, perhaps? Provisions, to keep them all going?
No. Of course not. It would never make it past the guards.
“Cut it out, Zoya,” said Lina, with a laugh that she
hoped didn’t sound too nervous. Zoya wouldn’t have to
worry as much about space after tonight. Not that Lina
could tell her so.
“Yes. Cut it out, Zoya.” Katya didn’t sound as amused.
Zoya withered under her glare. Lina barely had a chance
to pity Zoya before her mother grabbed her arm from
behind and yanked her — firmly but not unkindly — into
the corner.
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“Did you get them?” asked her mother in a whisper,
looking Lina up and down. She must have meant the
vegetables.
Lina nodded. “They’re outside. Hidden.”
“Good.” Her mother’s shoulders relaxed a little — but
only a little. “There’s something for you under there,”
she said, gesturing toward the sackcloth blankets where
they usually slept. “Go and take a look. But make sure
nobody sees.”
Lina’s throat tightened as she knelt down next to the
makeshift beds. She fumbled around under the material.
It scratched and pulled at the dry skin on her hands.
Her fingers stumbled over something hard. What
was it?
Facing away from the rest of the room, Lina pulled
back the covers. A warm winter jacket — just her size.
And something else. A pair of boots.
“How did you . . . ?” Lina stopped herself. It was best
not to ask where contraband came from. Katya could’ve
won them in a card game. Equally, a lot of things became
ownerless at the camp hospital — when the owner
stopped needing them, that is.
“Don’t put them on yet. Wait until everyone settles
down to sleep,” said her mother in a hushed tone. “But
take a look inside the left boot now.”
Lina reached deep inside the fur trim and found something lumpy and hard.
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What she pulled out looked like a beaded necklace
with a pendant attached — except, instead of a pendant,
it was some sort of gnarled old piece of wood or stone. It
was rough, pockmarked, and warm. It shimmered in the
dim light — like the snow did, sometimes, in moonlight.
She’d never known a stone to do that before.
“It was your grandfather’s,” said Katya over Lina’s
shoulder. “I’ve kept it at the hospital since he died.”
Lina turned the stone over in her palm and traced its
little hollows with her finger. “Why at the hospital?” she
said, still studying it.
“It’s too precious to keep here. Someone would have
taken it, and then I’d have had to get angry. Anyway, it’s
served more people at the hospital through the years than
it would’ve done as someone’s personal trinket.” Katya
raised one eyebrow as she studied the room behind them,
no doubt checking that no one was listening. The argument between Elena and Yulia had wound down, and
now the tears flowed, bringing with them tight hugs and
lots of hard back patting.
All at once, Lina’s mother moved around her and drew
her in, cupping the necklace inside Lina’s palms and
squeezing hard. “Lina, whatever happens to me, you have
to promise you’ll keep going until you find your grandmother. Do you still remember the address I taught you?”
16 Gorky Street, Apartment 4.
“Of course,” said Lina. When she was small, Lina had
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committed the address of her mother’s childhood home to
memory. She’d learned it by heart long before her mother
had taught her to read and write a little — her way of reaching out beyond the prison fences to her family, far away.
“The last we ever saw of her was at our home in Moscow, so she could be there, or . . .” Katya trailed off,
mumbling. “All these years I’ve hoped for a miracle, but
there’s no way she could possibly find us here. I should’ve
known that. It’s up to me to get us out.” Lina’s mother
let go of her hands. “Listen, Lina. Everyone who’s in on
this plan has a part to play. Vadim thinks he’s the brains.”
She rolled her eyes. “Really it’s his connections on the
outside that are most useful. Alexei is the brawn. Old
Gleb is a survivor — he knows about the wilderness: finding food and building shelters.”
“And I’ve got the food,” Lina said.
Her mother nodded, but she looked distracted and
drew Lina in again. “As an extra precaution, I told them
your grandmother would reward them as long as they
brought you safely to her. She has great power, Lina,
like I’ve always told you — she can give them whatever
they need: money, protection . . . As I’ve said, we all have
a part to play. Me?” Katya took the necklace, looped it
over Lina’s head, and tucked it underneath her overalls.
“I’m the distraction while you escape.”
“What?” Lina could feel panic rising up her legs. They
suddenly felt like stone.
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“I’ve arranged a poker game — tonight in the guard
tower. With Danill and a few of the others.”
“
“Mamochka!
You’ll come, though — afterward?” asked
Lina, gripping her mother’s hands and struggling to fight
back pricking tears. “You will, won’t you?”
“I hope to. Once I’m sure they’re engrossed in the
game, I’ll slip out and follow your tracks. The storm will
make it hard, but if I haven’t found you by morning,
I’ve agreed on another meeting spot with Vadim. If I’ve
made it, I’ll see you there. If I haven’t, you’ll need to keep
your wits. Trust Old Gleb — and your gut. This”— Katya
tapped the stone on the necklace through Lina’s overalls—
“will help.”
Then she sighed and squeezed Lina’s shoulder.
Lina couldn’t begin to disguise the bewilderment on
her face now. All those “ifs” had sent her thoughts into
a spin. Breathing was suddenly hard. “Can’t you just
come with us, Mamochka? We can take a chance that
the guards won’t be looking . . .” Lina knew that would
never work, even as she said it.
Katya shook her head sadly. After a pause, she said,
“I’m sorry you’re only finding all this out now, Lina. I felt
it was safer that you didn’t know anything — not until the
last minute. That way, if the guards had found out . . .”
Katya trailed off. She didn’t need to finish her sentence.
If they’d found out, Lina would’ve been innocent. Less
likely to be punished.
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Lina nodded, but the heavy, cold feeling had reached
her chest. Her lungs.
“What if something goes wrong, Mamochka, and you
don’t make it?”
Her mother shrugged. “Then it goes wrong — and you
carry on to Moscow to find your grandmother, like you
promised. Life’s a gamble, my little one. At the moment,
these are the best odds we have. Lina, breathe.”
Lina gasped for a real breath, then another and another.
She concentrated hard to make each one slower, quieter.
Calmer. Staring into her mother’s steady eyes helped.
Lina realized she’d been shaking. With focus, the trembling started to subside.
There was no point in arguing. Her mother had made
up her mind, and no amount of debate would shift her.
Katya quickly got ready to leave, yanking on her
own coveted fur-lined boots. She kept them either on
or nearby, and anyone who’d ever tried to take them
had been given a black eye for their trouble. Her mother
planted a warm, hard kiss on Lina’s head. “Take off when
the lights are out,” she whispered. “Good luck, Lina. We
may never find another group with these skills and connections who is even willing to try an escape. And if
luck’s on my side, I’ll be with you tomorrow — and we’ll
both be free.”
Lina watched her mother go, fighting every urge to
throw herself at her ankles, and cling and cling until
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Katya stopped and stayed and held her back just as tight.
Just as Lina needed her to. But that was not to be.
Lina waited in the dark as the women around her settled
down to sleep. Their blanketed bodies made a landscape
of rolling hills and valleys that soon she’d need to cross.
Every so often, when she thought they must surely all
be asleep, one would wriggle, turn, or sit up to adjust
herself before lying back down. To stay patient, Lina
tried to imagine her mother’s progress across the icy
path to the guard tower, then up into the warmth of
that little armed lookout box — to greet her enemies as
friends.
Lina waited until the oil lamp sent out only pulses of
weak blue light, and Zoya snored. Soon the thudding of
Lina’s own heart was the loudest sound she could hear.
Only then, with trembling, clumsy fingers, did she put
on her brand-new jacket and boots and creep to the door.
Hard, icy pellets still fell from the sky outside and
tumbled in the wind like river rocks. Lina thought the
storm might help them escape — cover their scent so the
dogs couldn’t track them. Make them harder to see — and
therefore harder to shoot.
Or it could hinder them badly. Blind them. Drive them
in circles. Freeze them.
What had she gotten herself into? She wished more
than anything that Mama was with her. Still, she had
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to be brave. She’d promised she would be. And besides,
nothing could ever be worse than this place.
Around the corner, she dug through fresh snow on top
of old and sighed with relief when the shape of the vegetable sack showed through. It was still there, thankfully,
as she’d left it.
Lina wedged the sack firmly inside her new
jacket — tucked under her armpit. It was much better hidden in there than under her overalls, and she could pin it
against her body. It was strange, but the stone necklace
against her chest felt hotter by the second. She did up the
jacket and set out.
Straight into the path of Commandant Zima.
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ommandant Zima reached for his pistol. Lina
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froze. Would he do it? Pull the trigger? She
winced, expecting the bang at any second.

Instead, silence.
The commandant, recognizing Lina, put the pistol
back in his belt. He looked disappointed that it was only
her — not a “troublemaker.”
“Little Lina,” he said, unsmiling. “You startled me.
What are you doing out here?”
She opened her mouth to make up something —
anything — but the commandant interrupted, answering
his own question. “Looking for your mama, I expect.”
As he strode toward her across the cleared path, Lina listened to his black leather boots crush the grit to dust. She

tried not to flinch at the sound. What mood would he be
in this evening?
He looked her up and down with narrowed eyes.
“What’s this?” he asked. “A new coat?” He reached out to
feel the collar. Lina didn’t dare move — or breathe. “Good
quality,” he said, clearly impressed. “Which poor wretch
did Katya extort this from?” Lina stayed as still as she
could. Would he confiscate the jacket — and discover the
hidden vegetable sack? Or let it pass?
A burst of raucous laughter hit them with the wind — a
woman’s voice mingled in. It came from the guard tower.
Commandant Zima nodded toward it. “She’s up there,
you know,” he said. “Poker again.” His gaze lingered a little too long on the tower, and a certain look came over
his face, a look that often appeared when he spoke about
her mother. A little sad. A little pained. It only lasted an
instant. “Let them have their fun,” he said, shrugging. “I’ll
be waiting for them after the game.”
Lina felt herself bristle like an animal. What could she
do? There was no way she could warn her mother. She
just had to hope her mother could slip past him.
He glanced back at Lina. A thin smile crept across his
pale lips. “Oh. Don’t look so worried. I won’t go too hard
on her, not on your mama. But I’m the commandant here,
little Lina. I have my job to do.” He turned his attention
back to the jacket. “Looks thick,” he said, reaching out to
pat the sides.
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Lina took a step back. “It is,” she said. “And warm.”
The vegetable sack shifted. It was slipping from under her
arm. She squeezed it against her, hard. She had the sack
by no more than a corner.
And it was still slipping.
All Lina could do was grit her teeth as the last piece
of material escaped from the grip of her underarm. The
sack slipped and then stopped suddenly — restricted by
the slightly tighter hem. She hoped Commandant Zima
hadn’t seen it move beneath the thick layers of her jacket
or heard the vegetables shift.
Zima closed his outstretched fingers into fists and
slowly placed the fists behind his back. “You can keep
the jacket, little Lina. As I’m in a generous mood. You’ll
remember that I did you this favor, won’t you?”
Lina nodded quickly. “Yes, Commandant.”
“But there’s a condition,” he added. Of course there
was. He went on, “If any of the degenerates around here
try to take it, you must tell me immediately. It’s been
a while since I made an example.”
Lina knew all about his “examples.” She wouldn’t wish
that on anyone — not even on the likes of Vadim. She
didn’t care what the gossips said — this man wasn’t her
father. He couldn’t be. Everything in Lina recoiled from
the idea.
The commandant stepped around her and strode on.
She let her breath escape in a low hiss, but the release
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of air from her lungs started the vegetables off moving
again. She had to get around the corner before they fell
out all over the square.
“Lina?” It was the commandant again. His voice cut
through the gloom behind her. She tensed. If she turned
around now, she risked spilling his precious vegetables all
over the dirt at his boots.
“Yes, Commandant?” she answered, without turning.
“You know where she is now, don’t you?”
“Yes, Commandant.”
“So where are you going?”
Lina pressed the jacket tight against her, still staring
straight ahead. “I don’t know, Commandant.”
“Get back to your quarters. I want you fresh for working in the greenhouse tomorrow. Everything has to be
perfect for the banquet.”
“Yes, Commandant.” Lina dared a quick glance over
her shoulder.
He gave her a confused scowl, pulled up his collar against
the howling wind, and strode into the darkness — just as
the vegetable sack slipped out from under her coat and
thudded into the snow. Green beans and onions rolled
everywhere.
Lina let out a long sigh of relief.
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tucked them under her jacket again, roughly this
time, and waddled to the snowbank where she

was supposed to meet Vadim’s gang. To see her, anyone
might think she was desperate for the toilet. She dived
behind the snowbank and looked around, but Vadim and
the others weren’t there.
What was going on? This was definitely where they were
supposed to meet. Had Vadim and his gang been caught? Or
had the whole thing been a way to set her and her mother
up? A cruel trick to get her to betray Commandant Zima
and seal her own fate? Zima rewarded tattletales, and the
thugs were often used in this way to police the other prisoners. Sometimes they would play games too, to take down
those the other inmates thought of as favorites.

She should have listened to Bogdan. To her own gut
instinct. She shouldn’t have trusted Vadim.
Out of the corner of her eye, she saw something move
in the darkness. The movement was small, but it was
amplified by the bulge of a tear. A slip of a figure hurried between the snow and the wire. Something skeletal.
Barely there.
“Psst,” it said, waving an arm. “This way.”
Old Gleb.
Lina had never been so relieved in all her life. She hurried toward him.
There she found the other two as well, hidden behind
more snow and crouched by a low hole in the wire fence.
The fence stretched over ten feet tall and ran the entire
way around the camp. It had little barbs all over it that
looked like hundreds of spiders crawling along a web.
Even the horizontal lengths of wire resembled spider silk,
now that the frost made them iridescent in the moonlight.
All three men were bundled up in woolen jackets, with
long-eared ushankas on their heads and thick felt boots
on their feet — probably stolen from other poor prisoners,
who’d now be left with nothing. She thought of Zoya,
Bogdan, and all the others. If only they could all escape.
If only no one had to be left behind.
“What do you think you’re doing, throwing those
around?” snarled Alexei with a nod toward the vegetable
sack stuffed beneath her jacket.
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Lina’s relief at finding them gave way to anger. It carried on the swell of her adrenaline — which made her
brave. “Do you ever cheer up, Alexei?” she snapped. “I
mean, do you always have to be so miserable?”
Old Gleb spluttered through bone-thin fingers. Lina
knew instantly that she’d gone too far. No one ever spoke
to Alexei the Butcher that way. He had a reputation as
a killer, after all, that he regularly lived up to.
Alexei loomed over her. “You’ve got a big mouth for
a little girl,” he said.
The wind clawed at Lina’s exposed cheeks and stole
her breath. It barely ruffled Alexei’s hair. It was the glint
of moonlight that made her look down. Alexei was holding a large hunting blade.
“What have you got that for?” she asked, taken aback.
Vadim stepped between them. “Enough,” he said. “We
need to get moving before the real storm hits. And first
we need to cross the breach.”
Lina’s insides felt like they’d turned to water. She
couldn’t believe she was about to cross the breach: a tenmeter-wide gap between the wire fence they stood next
to and a second, outer fence made of crisscrossed wood.
The second fence was even higher, and climbing it would
leave them exposed. It was ramshackle, however — badly
looked after. If they hit the right spot, they might find
a hole big enough to clamber through, or Alexei, at least,
might be able to pull some of it apart to make a gap.
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The big problem was the breach itself. No prisoners
were ever allowed inside it. If the guards caught anyone
there, they would shoot them on sight.
Fresh powdered snow already half filled the small
hole in the wire. Perhaps it was an old escape route the
guards had never found. Perhaps Alexei had cut it with
his knife — although that blade was made for flesh, not
metal. Alexei scooped some of the snow away, threw two
large sacks through, and then squeezed out after them.
Old Gleb was next. “At least the guard dogs have been
fed today,” he said to Lina grimly.
He was right. Yesterday several older prisoners had died
of pneumonia in the ward next to her mother’s. It didn’t
bear thinking about, what those dogs were fed.
Old Gleb slipped through the hole with ease.
Vadim turned to Lina, who still clutched the sack of
vegetables against her chest beneath her jacket. “You
next,” he said. “We need to cross the breach as quickly
as possible to avoid being seen. Stay close to the others
so you don’t get separated on the other side. We wouldn’t
want our rations to get lost with you, would we?”
His words made Lina’s stomach turn. She pulled the vegetable sack out from under her jacket and crouched down to
peer through the hole. Bright snow spiraled against blackness on the other side. She couldn’t even see the outer fence.
The hole was already filling up again. With a deep breath,
she pushed the sack through and followed close behind.
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he full force of the wind hit her. Lina’s head
spun. Snowflakes — pulled and pummeled into
long, snaking streaks — whorled and whizzed

all around. Staring at them spinning in a black sky made
her lurch with dizziness. The coldness reached its fingers
inside her skull.
Lina staggered backward. In her spin, she caught
sight of the bright guard tower, the shadows moving
around inside. Right now, that was where her mother
was. Would Lina ever see her again? The thought was
so crushing that she almost turned back immediately.
But Lina remembered her promise — to look for her
grandmother in Moscow, whether her mother made it
out or not. She didn’t want to remember her mama as
a flickering shadow, though — as snatches of laughter.

A phantom. She wanted the real thing. Warm and fierce,
with her smell of wool and pine.
Vadim grasped Lina around the shoulders. “Keep moving,” he hissed in her ear. “Katya can only do so much . . .”
Lina flushed. Her mother had risked everything to
make sure Lina made it out. She couldn’t let her down.
She had to go on, no matter what. The wind. The snow.
The darkness. Freedom — it had all overwhelmed her.
She’d let Vadim’s warning about not getting separated
slip right out of her head. Stupid. She couldn’t afford to
get distracted like that.
Vadim shoved her forward. They ran on together, Lina
not daring to look back again in case she tempted fate
and someone saw her. She felt more exposed — as if she
was being watched — than ever before. At any moment,
she expected bullets to start whizzing past. That’s if they
missed the first time.
Old Gleb and Alexei swam back into view. They were
crouched next to the outer fence’s hodgepodge of wood.
“Come on, come on!” urged Gleb. He shone a flashlight
onto the fence. Alexei grasped a plank and strained — his
fingers turning a ghostly white with the effort. The plank
gave way with a splintering sound.
He yanked on another piece, which bent in two rather
than snapping. It must’ve been damp. Rotten. He made
a gap wide enough for Old Gleb to slip through, taking
the flashlight with him. Lina wasn’t about to get left
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behind. Not here in the breach. She dived in too, the
bad wood catching on her clothes and crumbling off in
chunks. Vadim followed immediately — and then Alexei
himself did. Giant Alexei — through a tiny gap. It took all
of them to pull him out the other side.
Once through and on his feet, Alexei snatched the
flashlight from Old Gleb. All together, they ran. In
the jerking light, a treeless white wasteland stretched
out — odd lumps were scattered around that might conceal dead wood or juts of rock. Lina hated not knowing
what she might step on — that at any moment something
hidden could trip her up. As if to prove her fears were
founded, her foot plunged through ice. The freezing mudwater flooding her boot made her gasp. She gritted her
teeth and tried to ignore the pain.
The feeling she’d had in the breach, the sense of being
watched, hadn’t gone away. In fact, it had gotten even
stronger. It was almost unbearable.
The stone hanging from its necklace sent out a pulse of
startling heat. What was happening? This second shock,
together with her fear, was too much. She couldn’t go on.
“Stop. Something’s wrong — really wrong.”
Alexei, who’d overtaken her at quite a pace, turned and
fixed the weak beam of the flashlight on her. His glare
betrayed his fury but also his fear.
“What is it?” snapped Vadim, next to her ear. “Do you
want us to leave you here?”
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“I can’t explain,” said Lina. “But we’ve been followed.”
Could it be her mother? So soon?
“It can’t be Katya,” said Vadim, following the same
train of thought. “Not yet.” His breath was ragged from
running, but he was trying to steady it.
The stone sent out pulses of heat that stung her skin,
just as it had done earlier.
Right before she had crossed paths with Commandant
Zima.
This time, Alexei seemed to read her mind. “Guards?”
he said darkly.
Old Gleb wrung his hands. “It’s the spirits of this place.
They know. We’re in trouble.”
The driving wind died away. In an instant, Lina’s
battered ears could hear every shuffle the others made.
Beyond their panting breath, which sent up plumes of
shuddering fog, Lina heard the crunching of snow. It
could only be footsteps. She glanced around at the others. They’d all heard it. Everyone was still now, listening.
Alexei passed the flashlight to Old Gleb, who covered it
with his hand, so all Lina could see were dim shapes.
Vadim still stood close behind Lina, his face pressed to
her ear. “Did anyone see you when you came to us?” he
whispered. “Any of the guards?” His breath felt hot and
wet on her face.
Lina didn’t answer. She couldn’t. She was remem-
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bering the sound Commandant Zima’s boots had made
earlier as he paced toward her across the grit path.
Old Gleb’s hands started trembling over the flashlight.
“We have to run,” he said. “I won’t stand here like this,
waiting for death.”
“No,” said Alexei in a low voice. “Sounds like just one.
We’ll ambush him. Leave a diversion for the dogs, if any
others come.”
Lina heard metal scrape leather and knew Alexei had
pulled out his hunting blade.
The crunching of footsteps got closer. She stared into
the darkness where they’d just been, seeing nothing but
patterns made by the falling snow. Lina itched to see more.
Not even the light from the guard tower was visible now.
In the darkness, something moved. A spectral shape
against the snow. The figure stopped, and so did the footsteps. He’d seen them — or perhaps sensed them. Lina felt
Alexei tense, ready to attack.
The figure surged toward them. Alexei lunged forward too.
“Stop!” cried Lina.
Startled, the others turned to stare at her — even Alexei.
The figure kept coming. But he was slight and scruffy
and short — not tall and broad like Commandant Zima.
Lina gasped. She knew just who it was.
Bogdan. Her best friend.
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“Lina? That you?” came his small voice, in

between quick, shallow breaths. “Thought I’d lost

you. I can’t see much.”
Old Gleb groaned — a mixture of relief and dismay.
A bluish beam of light cut through the dark. He had uncovered the flashlight again. In front of them was indeed
Bogdan. Alexei looked back at Vadim. They exchanged
a glance over Lina’s shoulder that worried her. She saw
Alexei tighten his grip on the knife.
She had to step in. Quick.
“You leave him alone,” she said, glaring at Alexei.
“Bogey won’t tell, I swear.”
“You’re right about that,” said Bogdan. “Because I’m
coming too. Couldn’t let you take this risk on your own,

could I?” he added to Lina, eyeing the others — Vadim
in particular.
“What?” Lina was aghast. He couldn’t come. His boots
were little more than rags, and they were full of holes. His
jacket was standard issue, and that was old and worn out
too. Already he shook with cold. The storm would freeze
him solid.
“You can’t,” she said. “Bogey. Go back.”
Bogdan laughed. “You think I’m going through that
again, Lina?” he said through chattering teeth. “I was lucky
enough to make it out. I’m not about to break back in.”
Lina smiled and couldn’t stop. In truth, she was so
relieved to see him.
Bogdan grinned back with just one corner of his mouth:
his signature smile.
Maybe they could both make it out here in the snow,
Lina thought. Besides, did Bogdan really stand a better
chance at the camp — alone, working more and eating
less each day?
“Everyone else has a purpose here,” said Vadim to
Bogdan. “What can you offer us?”
“Maps,” said Bogdan. “Some on paper. Some up here.”
He tapped the side of his head.
Lina couldn’t see Vadim, but she imagined him sneering again. He frightened her. Vadim was a rarity at the
camp. His links to organized crime meant that, unlike
most of the prisoners, he probably had done something
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terrible to end up there. He wouldn’t hesitate to have
Alexei hurt Bogey if he thought he might mess up his
escape plan.
“Maps would be useful,” said Gleb, glancing between
Alexei and Vadim, his face gaunt and his eyes huge in the
weak flashlight. “I mean, I can navigate, no problem, but
to be able to cross-check . . .”
Alexei gripped Bogdan’s arm. “Maps or no maps, we
have to move. Now. Listen!” The wind had lulled, but
now it picked up again with new and brutal force. From
somewhere behind them came a howl that curdled Lina’s
blood. Not the wind, this time. It sounded more like dogs.
One howl joined another. And another. A whole pack
of them — rallying one another to join the hunt. Were
they dogs? Or wolves?
Either way, no doubt they were the pack’s prey.
Old Gleb’s face loomed toward Lina out of the snowpeppered darkness. “It’s them,” he said, wild-eyed. His
gaze darted this way and that — he didn’t seem to know
where to look. “It’s not those stupid guard dogs — it can’t
be. It’s the ghost hounds. I knew they would come.” His
voice grew louder and more panicked. “You still think it’s
a joke, do you, Vadim Ivanov, O great and—?”
“Get a grip on yourself, Gleb,” hissed Vadim. “Or shall
we leave you as bait for your ‘ghost hounds’?”
Old Gleb made a strangled sound. Lina’s heart went
out to him.
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“Just try it, Vadim.” Lina raised her voice above the
roaring wind. “Think you can build shelters without
him? Find your way?” She shrugged Vadim off and took
Gleb’s hand. He looked down as if only just remembering
her. “Come on, old man,” she said. “Nothing can track us
in this if we keep moving. Let the ghost hounds try.”
Finally they were all agreed on something. They ran
with all of their strength.
The wind lashed at Lina. It tore the air away before
she had a chance to breathe it. Her left side started to
twang. It was what her mother called a “stitch” — when
your muscles didn’t get enough oxygen to work. If the
pain kept spreading, she wouldn’t be able to go on running for much longer.
The hunting pack’s barks sounded strong. Full of
stamina. Old Gleb was right about one thing: These
weren’t the fierce but feeble creatures that guarded the
camp — animals that could only charge for short bursts.
These were something else. Would a normal wolf even
want to hunt in this storm?
Lina’s stitch spread until the only thing she could think
of was the pain. It mingled with the searing heat from the
stone pressed against her chest.
As she slowed, Bogdan came up alongside her —
Bogdan with his wheezy lungs from working in the mine.
She couldn’t see much of him in the dark — only hear his
struggle to breathe in tired gasps.
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An ear-piercing howl cut through the darkness. It sent
a shiver through Lina’s blood. A chorus of other howls
joined in. And then, all at once, they fell silent.
The group kept running in the darkness until Vadim
shouted for them to stop. Lina collapsed to the ground in
a heap, gasping for breath. Her stomach cramped and all
her muscles ached.
Everyone listened for the animals, but there was no
more noise from them. Just the roaring wind, rising and
falling — and the ethereal swishing of diamond dust as it
whipped across plains of snow.
A hand gripped Lina’s shoulder. Bogdan crouched over
her, urgently catching his breath. The loud churning noise
that came from deep in his chest scared Lina. She’d never
gotten used to it.
She reached up to cover his ice-cold fingers with
a gloved hand. Her mind was on other things. There’d
been a sound before the final chorus of howls. A highpitched screech. A whistle, perhaps.
Had somebody called off the pursuit?
A long time went by while everyone recovered themselves. Nobody spoke. Each of them listened. For all they
knew, the wolves — or whatever they were — could still
be out there, hunting them. Nevertheless, the storm was
now ferocious, and the temperature of the wind had
plummeted. It would be impossible to keep going.
They found snowdrifts with the flashlight and dug
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shelters with their hands — under Gleb’s instruction.
They started low and dug a tunnel upward into the drift.
The angle would help keep warmth in, apparently. Then
they scooped out a hollow that could fit one or two people inside, as long as they crouched or lay flat. Unless
someone spotted the tunnel opening, the shelter would
look just like a normal heap of snow after a storm.
It was so dark they did most of the work blind, but for
the weak blue flashlight beam. Alexei shoved the flashlight toward Lina for her to hold while he worked on
scooping out snow. It was lightweight and had writing
scratched on the side:
DO NOT REMOVE.

PROPERTY OF CAMP NINE HOSPITAL.

Her mother’s handiwork.

Lina’s heart stung. Even if her mother made it out,
would she ever find them?
Lina and Bogdan took a shelter together, while the others made their own. It wasn’t exactly warm inside, but at
least they were out of that freezing wind.
Once Bogdan had clambered in too, Lina stuffed the
vegetable sack down by their feet. She could barely shift
it anymore. Her whole body ached. All she wanted now
was to sleep. No one had tried to take the sack from
her — that was a good thing. If she could keep charge of
their food rations, it would be one more reason for the
others not to leave her and Bogdan stranded. Before her
mother joined them, that is.
She curled up next to Bogdan on a small, thin blanket
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Vadim had given them. It covered part of the snow floor,
at least, which had been trodden down smooth and compacted into ice. Bogdan was shivering uncontrollably.
Shivers wracked her too, but not as badly. She wriggled
out of her jacket and laid it over them both.
The stone against Lina’s chest grew warm, but not as
sharply as it had done before. It settled at a consistent
warmth that seemed to reach her blood and carry around
her body. It thawed her bones from the inside. And with
it pressed between their hearts, Bogdan’s shivering soon
subsided too. Was this what her mother had meant when
she said it was precious and would help Lina?
They slept — Lina in fits and starts. Nightmares of
being buried deep underground chased her into the waking world — where each time she’d forget where she
was — and then followed her back into sleep again. And
so too did the howls of the hunting pack.
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11
omething was in the snow shelter with them.

S

Lina sat up in an instant, her hands balled into

fists. “Wha-wha?” Her words wouldn’t come — fright

had chased them away.
But she could relax: It was only Old Gleb. He grinned,
showing the gaps in his teeth. “Up you get, kids.” His
crackly voice sounded businesslike but warm — one
a father might use to wake his own children. For the
first time, Lina wondered what Old Gleb’s life had been
like before the prison camp. Unlike her, he’d grown up
beyond the wire. No doubt he’d had a livelihood once.
Perhaps even a wife. And children?
He hadn’t always been this wiry, malnourished man
with licks of gray in his matted hair and half the screws
loose in his brain. That was a strange thought.

She twisted a fist into her eye and shook Bogdan with
her other hand. He hadn’t moved a muscle since Old Gleb
barged in. In fact, since the shivering had stopped, he
hadn’t moved all night. She shook him harder, relieved
when he finally stirred and started coughing.
“Come on, up, up, up,” said Gleb. “Our dear mother
hen, Alexei, is preparing breakfast.” He caught the look
on Lina’s face and his grin vanished. “Sorry, kid. No sign
of Katya yet.”
All of Lina’s fears for her mother gushed through her
again, like a river channeling a thaw.
Gleb squeezed her shoulder and ducked back out of
the small exit tunnel. Daylight filtered in after him and
splayed across the lumpy ice ceiling.
Lina sighed heavily and dislodged the vegetable sack
from the snow wall. Bogdan caught her arm before she
could leave. “Wait. What
at is that?” He pointed to where
the stone — the source of their warmth through the
night — lay under her overalls.
“This?” Lina pulled the necklace over her head and held
it in her palm between them. Its string was threaded with
tiny wooden beads, all odd sizes, some with fragments
of chipped paint in reds, purples, and blues. It looked old.
The stone itself was pale brown and woody — perhaps
not a stone at all. It had cooled overnight, but it wasn’t
as cold as it should have been. Not like a normal stone. “I
don’t know. My mamochka gave it to me before I left. It
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gets warmer when I’m cold. And to warn me about stuff.
It told me you were there last night, you know. Otherwise . . .” Lina trailed off. Without the warning pulse from
the stone, there was no doubt she’d have kept on running,
with no idea that Bogdan had followed them — and he
would have been lost. Frozen stiff. Or found by someone
other than her. Is that what had happened to her mother?
“Looks like a shriveled old wasp nest,” said Bogdan,
sniffing and looking at the stone.
Lina could see what he meant. She peered into the
stone’s tiny dark holes. It did look like something could
be inside it — though not wasps. Not unless they were
miniature ones.
Something besides heat seemed to emanate from it, but
Lina couldn’t say exactly what. It was the way you could
tell the difference between something dead and something
alive, without having to see it move. Lina knew about this
from the plants inside the greenhouse. They were obviously living. Just in a different way from her. A slower, more
subtle way that she could feel in her fingers whenever she
stood near them — a kind of thickness to the air, an electric
tension. It was the same with the stone.
“So you’d never seen it before?” said Bogdan. “Ever?
You reckon your mama had it all this time, then?”
Lina didn’t answer. A memory was unfurling at the
back of her mind. It was from a particularly cold winter when she was little. She’d gotten ill. Really ill. So ill
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they’d sent her to the hospital, which everyone in the
prison camp knew was a last resort. Her mother had layered blankets on top of her and stuffed something warm
under her mattress. “Shh. Don’t tell,” she’d said to Lina.
Instead of answering Bogdan’s question, Lina put the
necklace back on and tucked it safely inside her overalls
again.
Bogdan seemed to understand that she didn’t want
to talk about it anymore. “I’ve got something too,” he
said. His eyes flashed and one corner of his mouth curled
upward in the start of an involuntary grin. “I wasn’t lying
last night, about the maps.” He ferreted around inside his
boot and pulled out a bundle of parchments, which he
unfolded and laid flat between them.
“Bogey!” Lina couldn’t believe it. “More of them?
I thought they were stolen.”
“My one of the camp was,” said Bogdan. “Not these.
These are some of my papa’s drafts. Look — there’s one
of Leningrad, where I’m from, and one of Moscow. Your
grandmother’s there, isn’t she? We can find where she
lives, easy. You know her address, right? And these two
are other parts of Siberia.” He pointed to them as he
explained. Each one was etched with roads, rivers, monuments, mountains — and the finest curled writing Lina
had ever seen. It must’ve been Bogdan’s father’s. He was
a mapmaker from Tuva. The maps were so beautiful she
couldn’t believe they were just drafts.
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It must have been wonderful to grow up with a father,
as Bogdan had. To know he was a decent person.
Lina shook her head in disbelief at the maps. “If the
guards at the camp had found these . . .”
“Not a problem now, is it? Lina, I’m going to make
a map of our journey. It’s just what he — Papa — would
do, if he were here. Do you know how important this
could be? Civilian maps of these areas are unheard of.
When I find him again, he’ll be so amazed. I’ve started
already — see?” The parchment Bogdan pointed at now
had a square sketched onto it, representing the camp,
a winding route and a rough drawing of paths and tunnels with the words

CAMP’S MINE

underneath. Somehow

he must’ve made it on his trips back and forth when
working there.
She had to hand it to him. He was definitely determined.
And stubborn. Maybe that was why they were friends.
Lina pulled her jacket on while Bogdan collected his
maps. She eyed his flimsy clothes. Should she swap jackets with him? She had the stone for warmth, after all . . .
Bogdan crawled out of the shelter before she could
make up her mind. He would never ask her for it, she
knew. In these conditions, it would be like asking someone in the sea for their life jacket. So it was up to her to
offer it — and even then he might refuse to take it.
Outside, Alexei carved up stale black bread with his
knife. They must have pillaged it from one of the kitchen
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workers, Lina guessed. There would be even less to go
around at the camp today.
Alexei grunted and jabbed the knife toward Lina’s vegetable sack. She took that to mean he wanted some.
“Good morning to you too, Alexei,” she said, flashing Bogdan a grin. She felt a safe enough distance away,
and with enough people in between them, to give him
a gentle taunt. After rummaging about, she pulled out
two small onions, frozen solid, and rolled them over to
Alexei. He carved them up too and handed out the breakfast: a slice each of black bread topped with a chunk of
the frozen raw onion.
Lina looked at her and Bogdan’s portions. They had
easily half the amount the others did. “Hey!” she protested. “Why do we get less?” The men totally ignored
her. Lina scowled but, still, she wasn’t too bothered. It
was the same as, if not better than, they’d get at the camp.
“We’ll head to the meeting point with Katya after
this,” said Vadim. Lina’s stomach turned at the mention of
her mother’s name. How she hoped she’d be there. Then
Vadim added, “Gleb and I have discussed it. We think the
mine is a mile or two that way, so we’ll need to be careful
as we pass.”
Lina choked on her onion and bread. “What?” she
said. “You mean we went through all that last night,
and we’re not even past the mine?” Most of the camp
prisoners — like Bogdan — went to work there every day,
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